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This study advocates for ‘materials-centered’ accounts in the history of technology, and
presents such an analysis for the early history of microelectronics. Innovations in semicon-
ductor crystal production were central to the emergence of solid state electronics and the
dynamics of the early semiconductor industry. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, the Bell
Telephone Laboratories developed novel techniques for growing semiconductor single crys-
tals. These crystal-making techniques were scaled up at Texas Instruments for the produc-
tion of silicon transistors, and thereby underwrote the firm’s rise as a dominant
manufacturer of silicon devices. Shockley Semiconductor, a West Coast start-up, sought to
gain a competitive advantage in the silicon device business by developing a new technique
for producing silicon crystals. The failure of this strategy contributed to the disintegration
of the firm, with several key staff members leaving to establish Fairchild Semiconductor.
Learning from Shockley’s failure, Fairchild Semiconductor developed a low-cost single
crystal production capability that allowed it to introduce two milestone microelectronic
devices: the double-diffused planar transistor and the integrated circuit.
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Introduction

In the early fall of 1986, US concerns about silicon wafers played out in the business

pages of the New York Times. These wafers—slices of large ultrapure single crystals of

silicon—comprised the fundamental starting material for the global semiconductor

industry, the manufacturers of the vast array of microelectronic components that were

being used to reconfigure computing, telecommunications, industrial production, and

military technology, among other prominent sectors. The cause of these concerns was

an announcement that a Japanese company was buying one of the only two remaining

US merchant producers of silicon wafers. The Siltec Corporation, based in Silicon

Valley, had agreed to be acquired by Japan’s Mitsubishi Metal Corporation. As the New
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York Times reported, some in the US semiconductor industry were extremely worried.

One editor of an industry trade journal warned that silicon wafers are the ‘most

fundamental technology in the electronics industry’ and that if the Japanese controlled

their manufacture, ‘they control everything.’1

Just two years later, at the end of 1988, these US worries reached new heights. A lead-

ing trade journal, Electronic News, evoked the metaphor of Pearl Harbor in announcing

that the last US merchant producer of silicon wafers, the Monsanto Electronic Materi-

als Company, had entered into an agreement to be acquired by a West German

conglomerate, VEBA AG. While merchant production of silicon wafers would

continue inside US borders, every firm would be Japanese or German owned. Electronic
News likened the situation to a ‘modern-day economic attack on America from across

two oceans,’ and made its case succinctly: ‘The United States is totally dependent on

foreign producers of silicon wafers for almost all of its electronic products … . This is

a potentially disastrous situation because silicon wafers are the basic raw material for

most of the US’s military and economic technology.’2

In the early 2000s, German and Japanese producers of silicon wafers continued to

command a dominant global position, with the dire concerns of the 1980s remaining

unrealized. However, this episode highlights the importance of a particular material—

silicon crystals, and the wafers sliced from them—to the development of microelec-

tronic technology. Indeed, we argue that silicon crystals—alongside efforts to carefully

control their chemical composition and to produce them with ever-greater crystalline

perfection—were central to the development of microelectronic devices and to the

dynamics of the early semiconductor industry.

As such, our account contrasts with most existing historical treatments of microelec-

tronics. Existing accounts are largely ‘device design centered’ analyses, with the major-

ity of attention devoted to the design efforts of electrical engineers and physicists in

their creation of new microelectronic devices.3 While the events covered by these anal-

yses are certainly vital for our historical understanding of microelectronics, these treat-

ments are incomplete. They give little attention to the materials that made possible new

devices and underlaid the development of microelectronic capabilities. Largely missing

are accounts of various practitioners’ development of practices, capabilities, and

knowledge through a deep engagement with semiconductor materials. All but ignored

are networks of individuals, organizations, locations, and resources that centered on

the production, analysis, and manipulation of semiconductor materials. In other

words, standard accounts of microelectronics are ‘under materialized.’ That is, they

underemphasize materials as an analytical category in their study of solid state

electronics. For these reasons, a ‘materials centered’ approach to the history of

microelectronics is both a complement and a corrective to the existing ‘device design

centered’ historiographical emphasis.4

In the remainder of this study, we address two main questions by laying out a ‘mate-

rials centered’ account of the early period of microelectronic technology. To what

extent was crystal making a foundational technology that enabled the creation of new

semiconductor devices? Was crystal making, as an internal firm competency, a major

determinant of success in the formative years of the semiconductor industry?5 Our
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study looks for answers in the examination of five institutional locations in the period

from the 1940s through the 1960s. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, the chemist

Gordon Teal, in collaboration with colleagues at the Bell Telephone Laboratories,

created new machines for producing single crystals of germanium and silicon. There-

with, Teal and his colleagues supplied a wide range of Bell Labs researchers with single

crystals of semiconducting materials having unprecedented levels of chemical purity

and crystalline perfection. In turn, these advanced materials enabled Bell Labs

researchers to achieve an impressive array of laboratory firsts in the development of

microelectronic devices. Bell researchers fabricated both germanium and silicon bipo-

lar transistors using a variety of processes for the controlled distribution of impurities

into single crystal material.

In 1952, Texas Instruments (TI) hired Teal away from Bell Labs to establish and

manage TI’s research and development efforts in microelectronics. At TI, Teal trans-

ferred and scaled up the crystal making techniques he had championed at Bell Labs for

the production of silicon single crystals. This leadership position in advanced silicon

crystal production enabled Teal’s organization to quickly develop and manufacture the

first commercially available silicon transistor, using a grown junction process. As a

result, TI attained and maintained a leadership position in the manufacture both of

silicon microelectronic devices and of silicon crystals themselves.

Soon after Teal decamped to TI, perhaps the leading light of Bell Labs electronic

device design, William Shockley, formed a new firm aimed at the emerging silicon tran-

sistor business. Established in Mountain View, California, Shockley Semiconductor

Laboratory was a subsidiary of Beckman Instruments, Inc. Seeking competitive advan-

tage in silicon microelectronics, Shockley initiated a large program at his new firm to

develop a new technique and machine for producing silicon crystals. The new crystal-

growing machine was intended to embody improvements over Teal’s technique, yield-

ing purer and more structurally perfect silicon crystals. These efforts failed, however,

leading Shockley Semiconductor and its spin-offs, Fairchild Semiconductor and

Knapic Electrophysics, to employ Teal’s by-then traditional approach. Fairchild Semi-

conductor’s fashioning of robust, practical approaches to the production of silicon

crystals allowed the firm to achieve market firsts for two milestone microelectronic

devices: the double-diffused planar silicon transistor and the integrated circuit.

Origins: Bell Telephone Laboratories

In the decade and a half preceding the Second World War, the Bell Telephone Labora-

tories were at the forefront of research and development efforts in electronics. In those

years, the emblematic electronic device was the vacuum tube. In the midst of this

vacuum tube era, in 1930, a freshly minted chemistry Ph.D. from Brown University

joined the Labs. Dallas born and bred, Gordon K. Teal had fallen under the spell of the

chemical element germanium during his Providence years. Germanium is a semicon-

ductor. That is, its electrical properties stand somewhere between highly conductive

metals and non-conductive insulators. The middle ground that semiconductors

occupied became quite important in the late 1930s, when researchers determined that
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the introduction of particular chemical elements into the semiconducting material

could modify and control these electrical properties. Such modification allowed

researchers to create novel electronic devices out of the material.

In the late 1920s, Teal spent his graduate studies in a deep engagement with germa-

nium, in efforts to reveal new aspects of its then little studied and little understood

behaviors. As Teal put it almost 50 years later, he had formed an emotional attachment

to the enigmatic element: 

[Then, germanium] was a material studied only for its scientific interest; its complete

uselessness fascinated and challenged me. My concentration on this shiny metallic-appear-

ing material during my graduate school days resulted in a continuing personal sentimental

attachment for germanium, which, to me, at least, was and is an exotic element.6

At Bell Labs, for much of the 1930s Teal was assigned to the Electro-Optical

Department, where he developed new pyrolitic deposition techniques for making key

components of television camera tubes.7 Prompted by radar-oriented developments in

the early 1940s, he quickly adapted his techniques to the production of germanium

rectifiers. At that time, rectifiers, critical components in radar detectors, were being

produced from silicon in two forms: ‘P-type’ and ‘N-type.’8 Chemically pure polycrys-

talline silicon was infused with particular ‘impurities,’ elements called ‘dopants.’ Some

impurities reduced the amount of available electrons in the silicon, yielding ‘P-type’

material. Other dopants provided an excess of electrons, creating ‘N-type’ silicon. So

inspired, in 1942 Teal developed a method for making polycrystalline germanium with

the controlled addition of specific impurities, yielding the ‘P-type’ or ‘N-type’ material

at the heart of rectifiers. Quite rapidly, Teal modified his germanium production

system so that it created germanium rectifiers themselves. In Teal’s system, creating the
material was creating the advanced electronic device.

Teal’s germanium rectifier production system allowed the batch production of

germanium rectifiers through the controlled mixing of two gases in a reaction cham-

ber—one, a germanium chloride gas, the other a chloride gas of the desired impurity

like boron or arsenic. In this reaction chamber, the mixed gas encountered heated

filaments that were situated above a series of ‘bases,’ formed from a metal like tanta-

lum. The mixed gas decomposed as it passed over the heated filaments, depositing

layers of a polycrystalline germanium-impurity alloy atop the metal bases. Removed

from the reaction vessel, the surface of the germanium alloy was etched, a point

contact applied, and a completed germanium rectifier was in hand.9 Much to his

disappointment, Teal’s germanium work initially garnered scant interest at the Labs,

which was then predominantly focused on silicon for radar rectifiers. Subsequently,

while temporarily out of work with pneumonia, Teal saw germanium work restarted

at the Labs after outside prompting by MIT’s Radiation Laboratory, with the work

assigned to his co-workers. Teal spent the rest of the war working on materials for

radar attenuators.10

The development of the transistor in the immediate post-war period brought Teal

back to germanium. In December 1947, Walter Brattain and John Bardeen, members

of William Shockley’s group, created the first solid state amplifier—the point contact
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transistor—using germanium. Bell Labs’ staff reacted with excitement to the transistor,

perhaps none more so than Teal, for the breakthrough was the action of his dear

germanium. Within a month, Teal launched a series of internal missives, in which he

proposed to spearhead a new program for producing germanium of the highest chem-

ical purity, and in single crystal rather than polycrystalline form. Rather than producing

the typical, tangled mass of multiple, imperfect crystals in a germanium ingot, Teal

wanted to create a single, near perfect crystal of chemically pure germanium. Many at

Bell Labs, including Teal, recognized that crystal imperfections, along with chemical

impurities, would affect the electrical behavior of semiconductor materials. Teal’s

argument for single crystals was by analogy with the history of the vacuum tube. In this

history, Teal reckoned, technologists had increased their understanding of the funda-

mental behavior of the vacuum tube by perfecting the vacuum within tubes. With a

near-perfect vacuum, largely free from the disturbing effects of impurity gases, the

basic behavior of the vacuum tube was revealed, and improved devices resulted from

the new understanding. Teal argued that the same tactic was required for transistor

technology. If germanium were to be produced with the utmost chemical purity, and

in single crystal form, then a fundamental understanding of transistor action would

become available. Teal believed that such fundamental understanding would lead to

new, enhanced devices.11

At first, Teal’s pleas fell upon near-deaf ears. William Shockley, the head of the semi-

conductor research group at Bell Labs, could see little advantage in Teal’s proposition.

Polycrystalline germanium was by then in abundant supply, and Teal’s suggested mate-

rial would be far more expensive and difficult to produce. Shockley, and the like-

minded at Bell Labs, figured that, if needed, relatively uniform pieces of germanium

could simply be plucked from polycrystalline masses.12 After several months, in the fall

of 1948, Teal finally found his chance to begin his production of single crystals of pure

germanium. In an informal discussion with a co-worker, the mechanical engineer John

Little, Teal learned of Little’s need for a small diameter rod of germanium. Little’s

assignment was to devise a way to use a small circular saw to chop germanium into

slices with minimal loss of material. For Teal, Little’s need was his excuse. Teal told

Little that he knew how to produce the kind of small diameter germanium rod that

Little was after. It was incidental to Little’s project that the rod would also be a single

crystal of pure germanium.13

Working together over the next month, Teal and Little designed and built a new

machine, a ‘crystal puller,’ and with it made their first single crystals of high purity

germanium in October 1948. The crystal puller that Teal and Little developed had

historical antecedents, particularly in Jan Czochralski’s efforts of 1918 and extensions

of this technique in the 1920s by physical chemists and physicists like Gomperz, Pola-

nyi, Linder, Hoyem, and Tyndall, among others. In these antecedents, single crystals of

metals had been drawn from a molten mass using a ‘seed crystal.’ These operations

took place in the open air of the laboratory. The diameter of the drawn crystal was

controlled by pulling the crystal through a disk that floated atop the melt, and the crys-

tal was cooled by jets of air playing upon it.14 Teal and Little’s crystal puller of 1948 was

a far more complex device. This complexity was the result of their efforts to maintain
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the chemical purity of the grown germanium crystal, and to ensure the perfection of its

crystalline structure through the careful control of temperatures in different regions of

the material.

In Teal and Little’s crystal puller, high frequency induction coils melted ultrapure

germanium, which was held in a graphite crucible. A seed crystal of germanium,

supported on a weighted metal rod, was centered above the melt. This rod, in turn, was

connected by a wire to a variable motor. By adjusting the motor, the seed crystal could

be immersed into the germanium melt, and withdrawn at a precisely controlled rate.

Indeed, a common rate of the pull, 0.19 in/min, was the rate of crystallization of the

liquid germanium in the machine—the material’s properties governed the pulling rate.

As the pulled crystal was withdrawn from the melt, jets of hydrogen gas cooled the

crystal at the interface between the solid crystal and the liquid melt. Not only did the

hydrogen jets cool the growing crystal, they (along with the temperature of the melt)

controlled its diameter. These tactics for temperature control were aimed at maintain-

ing the perfection of the crystal structure, avoiding the imperfections that temperature

variations would inevitably entail. Moreover, the use of hydrogen as the cooling gas was

deliberate—the gas would not endanger the crystal’s chemical purity. In fact, the entire

crystal puller was enclosed in a bell jar, through which a steady flow of hydrogen gas

yielded a purity-friendly atmosphere.15

With his dream of high purity single crystals of germanium realized, and with a

working crystal puller in the background, Teal finally secured official approval from

Jack Morton, the leader of Bell Labs’ transistor development program, to continue the

work with Little on single crystals of germanium. So anointed, Teal labored through the

first half of 1949 to produce more material, and proliferate it around the Labs. When

Teal gave his single crystal material to William Shockley’s group, it found fertile soil.

Half a year earlier, in the summer of 1948, Shockley had collaborated with J. Richard

‘Dick’ Haynes, a physicist in his group, on an experiment to settle important

outstanding questions about the fundamental physics of transistor action. Explicitly,

Shockley and Haynes designed their experimental measurements to be crucial proof

that a phenomenon called ‘minority carrier injection’ was essential to the functioning

of the point-contact transistor, and to a new form of transistor that Shockley was

contemplating.16

Haynes performed the experiment on minority carrier injection using, at Shockley’s

recommendation, a thin slice of germanium fashioned from a relatively uniform crystal

sample that, in turn, had been harvested from a polycrystalline mass. Here, Shockley

was following the reasoning that had led him earlier to reject Teal’s suggestion of a

single crystal growing operation: For a fundamental study of transistor action, a

uniform piece of germanium could be selected from the abundant supplies of polycrys-

talline ingots. In Haynes and Shockley’s experiment of 1948, the plucked germanium

samples exhibited ‘minority carrier lifetimes,’ phenomena at the heart of carrier injec-

tion and thus to successful transistor operation, on the order of 10 µsec. After Teal

supplied his single crystal germanium to the Shockley group in early 1949, Haynes

quickly repeated the experiments that he and Shockley had designed, but using Teal’s

new material. Haynes found that Teal’s single crystal material supported minority
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carrier lifetimes at the 140 µsec level, a tenfold improvement over the material sectioned

from polycrystalline masses. In a reversal of fortune for Teal, an experiment that

Shockley had designed to afford crucial proof of his theory of transistor action had also

revealed the superiority of Teal’s single crystal material for both device development

and fundamental studies. By the middle of the year, everyone on the research side of

the house had become converts to Teal’s single crystal, none more so than Shockley

himself.17

This conversion of the semiconductor research effort at Bell Labs to single crystal

material coincided with Shockley’s publication of a proposed new form of transistor,

the junction transistor. Dispelling the need for point contacts, Shockley’s junction

transistor was formed by three layers of semiconductor material and the two junctions

between them. There were two forms, ‘NPN’ and ‘PNP,’ meaning a layer of P-type

material sandwiched between two N-type regions, or the reverse. In the junction tran-

sistor, the sandwiched layer acted like a grid in a vacuum tube, controlling the current

that flowed across it from one sandwiching layer to the other. The properties of the

junctions between the layers ensured that a small current applied to the middle layer

would result in a huge change in the overall flow.18 Here was a device which resonated

strongly with Teal’s electronic aesthetic, going back to his work with germanium

rectifiers. Perhaps more so than for any other electronic device then envisioned, in the

junction transistor the material was the device, no more no less.

In 1950, Teal collaborated with another Bell Labs chemist, Morgan Sparks, as well as

a highly skilled technician, Ernie Buehler, in pursuit of Shockley’s proposed junction

transistor. Teal and his co-workers realized that crystal pulling itself was a fast track to

the junction transistor, that is, that a junction transistor could be grown. In a few

months, Teal was able to devise a modification of the original crystal puller that he and

Little had created to this end. Teal’s modification was an additional mechanical system,

with which small pellets of dopants could be dropped into the germanium melt. Teal

could then grow a junction transistor in the following way. He began pulling a crystal

in the typical fashion, but from an initial N-type melt. After a region of N-type crystal

had been grown, he released a P-type dopant into the melt, transforming the germa-

nium melt around the growing crystal into P-type germanium. After a region of P-type

crystal had been pulled, he dropped a pellet of N-type dopant into the melt, returning

the germanium melt to a N-type state. With a continued pull of additional N-type crys-

tal, a NPN junction transistor had been grown. By 1951, with contributions by Teal,

Sparks, and Buehler, and with the assistance of other colleagues, Bell Labs fabricated

the first junction transistor.19

On the heels of this success, Teal and Buehler turned their attentions to silicon. Not

only was silicon better suited for high temperature applications of semiconductor elec-

tronics, it also presented new challenges for Teal’s crystal growing approach. To melt

the silicon, there were high temperatures with which to contend, and the melt itself

would be highly reactive, opening its arms to any potential contaminant. Teal and

Buehler made a key modification to adapt the crystal puller to silicon: The silicon melt

had a quartz crucible, surrounded by a large graphite support block. Having the silicon

melt in a silicon-compound crucible would ameliorate the transmission of
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contaminants from the crucible into the melt. At the May 1952 meeting of the

American Physical Society, the pair announced that they had grown silicon single

crystals by their modified method, and had, in fact, grown a P–N junction in one of

these silicon crystals. They were not far from a silicon junction transistor.20

While Teal would leave Bell Labs later that year, the single crystal program he had

diffused throughout the Labs set the stage for an astounding array of device develop-

ments in the next three years. Using single crystal germanium and silicon, fabricated

using Teal’s approach and crystal pullers, Bell Labs produced important new forms of

junction transistors. There were the first alloy germanium and silicon transistors,

where the all-important junctions were formed by alloying metal contacts to doped

semiconductor materials. There were the first diffused transistors, in which junctions

were formed by diffusing dopant gases into the germanium or silicon substrate. Indeed,

in 1955, Morris Tanenbaum, using single crystal silicon grown with Teal’s method,

produced the first double-diffused silicon junction transistor—a device that would

stand at center stage for the next decade in microelectronic technology.21 As William

Shockley contemporaneously declaimed in 1952: ‘For the last few years, practically all

advances at Bell Telephone Laboratories in transistor electronics and transistor physics

have been based on the availability of single crystal material.’22

Scaling-Up Crystals: Texas Instruments

Between 1952 and 1955, Gordon Teal and William Shockley left the Bell Telephone

Laboratories to start new semiconductor operations. Teal established the Central

Research Laboratories of Texas Instruments, while Shockley formed Shockley Semi-

conductor Laboratory, a subsidiary of Beckman Instruments. Both Teal and Shockley

were motivated, in part, by disappointments at Bell Labs. Teal had long-wanted to

direct a more substantial group at the Labs. His superiors, who did not think that he

was of management caliber, repeatedly refused him. The only way for Teal to go into

research management was to join another firm. Similarly, Shockley had seen his career

hopes hamstrung at Bell Labs. Conflicts within his group (mostly of Shockley’s

making) had convinced Bell Labs’ top leadership that Shockley’s management skills

were limited. From then on, it was clear to Shockley that he would not go higher in the

Bell Labs hierarchy. Leaving Bell Labs for new commercial organizations was also a

means for Teal and Shockley to personally reap monetary reward for their work—

certainly more than at Bell Labs where they had received limited financial consider-

ation for their inventions.23

Perhaps most importantly, these men were interested in seeing their inventions used

widely. Like many researchers at Bell Labs, they had been frustrated at the sluggishness

with which AT&T, Bell Labs’ parent company, introduced semiconductor electronics

in its telephone systems. Rather than building telephone switching equipment around

transistors, AT&T deployed a new generation of electromechanical devices. Addition-

ally, anti-trust legal actions by the federal government precluded AT&T and its manu-

facturing arm, Western Electric, from participating in the electronic components

market. The consent decree of 1956 that concluded these legal proceedings stipulated
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that AT&T focus solely on providing telephone services, and that Western Electric only

manufacture the equipment used to do so. With this technical inertia and the looming

legal restrictions, moving to Texas Instruments and Beckman Instruments was the best

way for Teal and Shockley to bring the technologies they had helped develop to the

open market.24

Texas Instruments’ strategy for entering the semiconductor business was

the mastery of the large-scale production of electronic materials. When Teal joined the

firm in late 1952, Texas Instruments had rudimentary experience with electronic mate-

rials. The firm’s origins were in the oil exploration business. For much of the 1930s, the

corporation, then named ‘Geophysical Service Inc.,’ had produced and operated seis-

mographs for Texas oil companies. During the Second World War, the firm diversified

into airborne magnetometers for anti-submarine warfare. The firm then expanded into

a variety of military systems and components in the immediate post-war period. At the

center of this expansion strategy was Patrick Haggerty, an electrical engineer who

joined the firm in 1945. Haggerty, a former Navy procurement officer, saw great poten-

tial in the military market. He was also interested in integrating vertically, moving from

systems to the manufacture of electronic components.25

To establish itself in the semiconductor industry, Texas Instruments focused on

making and understanding crystals. ‘One of the convictions I had when we were making

up our minds [about TI’s program in solid state electronics],’ Haggerty later recalled,

‘was that the future of electronics was going to be heavily dependent upon the ability

to understand and manipulate appropriate materials.’26 Not only were semiconductor

crystals central to device design and production, but they were also rare. No indepen-

dent producers of semiconductor crystals had yet emerged. Thus, germanium and

silicon crystals constituted a significant barrier to entry for the semiconductor

business, as they were very costly and difficult to make. But, as a corollary, mastering

their volume production could open up very significant business opportunities for

Texas Instruments.

Haggerty organized two complementary crystal growing efforts at TI. First, engi-

neers in the device development group within TI’s manufacturing plant, who had

attended Bell Labs’ transistor symposium in mid-1952, replicated the crystal pullers

that Teal had designed there for making germanium crystals (in 1951, TI purchased a

transistor technology license from Bell Labs).27 They improved on these crystal-

growing techniques—particularly enhancing the precision of their operation. Using

the resulting material, the development group made point contact germanium tran-

sistors and, starting in 1953, germanium grown junction transistors. Second,

Haggerty hired Teal in December 1952 to establish Texas Instruments’ Central

Research Laboratories. The new laboratories focused on making silicon crystals, with

the goal of continuing Teal’s pursuit of silicon grown junction transistors. To produce

high quality silicon crystals, Teal assembled a team of chemists and engineers, repli-

cating the mix of his successful collaborations at Bell Labs. Among the new team’s

members were Willis Adcock, a chemist who had previously worked in the oil indus-

try, and Morton Jones, a recent chemistry Ph.D. from Caltech. These men built on the

silicon crystal work that Teal had accomplished in his last year at Bell Labs.28
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Jones and Adcock’s dual mission was to gain a better understanding of crystal

growing techniques, and to use that understanding to create a production-worthy,

grown junction silicon transistor. Much of their attention was devoted to new

techniques for maintaining the high-perfection of silicon crystals while very carefully

introducing impurities into the crystal melt in order to make NPN junctions. They

focused on pulling crystals with thin junctions. By the spring of 1954, Teal, Jones,

Adcock, and their co-workers had succeeded in making a grown junction silicon tran-

sistor. Haggerty later recalled: ‘One day in April 1954, I got an excited call from Gordon

Teal. I hurried over to the laboratory in which Willis [Adcock], Morton [Jones], and

Jay [Thornhill] were working at turning single-crystal silicon into a transistor. I

suppose that within 10 or 15 minutes of the time in which they had, in fact, succeeded,

I was observing transistor action in that first grown-junction silicon transistor. By May

1954, we had produced modest quantities and Gordon Teal was able to make a

dramatic announcement that the silicon transistor was in production at TI.’29 It was a

major coup for the semiconductor upstart. Teal announced this breakthrough at the

meeting of the IRE National Conference on Airborne Electronics in May 1954. Silicon

transistors were highly anticipated in aviation electronics circles, for their ability to

operate at much higher temperatures than their germanium cousins could. Texas

Instruments was the first firm to commercialize the silicon transistor.30

To consolidate their lead in silicon transistors, in the summer of 1954 Teal and

Haggerty decided to start producing ultrapure, electronic-grade silicon, the starting

material of the ‘melt’ used in pulling silicon crystals. Up to that time, TI, like Bell Labs,

had relied on the chemical giant DuPont for its supply of electronic-grade silicon.

Haggerty thought it imperative for TI to control its basic silicon supply and wanted the

firm to produce high-purity silicon internally. ‘Texas Instruments did not want to leave

control of a vital aspect of its technology to outside suppliers,’ an executive later

summarized.31 Teal then formed a new group around Adcock to devise economic ways

of making electronic-grade silicon. Within two years, Adcock and his group developed

a chemical reduction method for the production of electronic-grade silicon (which,

echoing Teal’s early Bell Labs work, used a tetrachloride decomposition). By 1956, the

laboratory had designed and built a pilot plant for raw silicon production.32

As a result, TI became a major producer of both raw electronic-grade silicon and sili-

con single crystals. In 1957, it moved into the full-scale production of the raw elec-

tronic-grade silicon and started selling it on the open market. Six years later, in 1963,

the firm edged DuPont, and several other early electronic-grade silicon producers, out

of the market.33 By the mid-1960s, Texas Instruments fabricated half of the total US

production of raw electronic-grade silicon and was one of the three largest makers of

silicon single crystals in the nation. More importantly, TI’s advances in silicon crystals

and silicon grown junction transistors enabled the firm to dominate the first years of

the silicon device business. With a virtual monopoly on silicon transistors until 1958,

TI benefited handsomely from the fast-growing military demand for the devices.

Starting in mid-1950s, the Department of Defense encouraged military system firms to

integrate silicon transistors into their products—as a means for improving the reliabil-

ity of military equipment (silicon transistors could operate at higher temperatures and
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were more reliable than germanium transistors). TI’s preeminent position in silicon

transistors, and its establishment of a parallel line of germanium transistors, propelled

the firm to predominance as the largest semiconductor manufacturer in the United

States by the late 1950s and early 1960s.34

Learning from Failure: Shockley Semiconductor and Its Descendants

Silicon crystals also dominated the technical and business calculations of William

Shockley. In 1955, Shockley left the Bell Telephone Laboratories to establish a new

semiconductor firm, Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory, as a subsidiary of Arnold

Beckman’s Beckman Instruments, Inc. Shockley Semiconductor, located in Mountain

View, California, was established to manufacture silicon transistors. To win competi-

tive advantage in the silicon transistor business (TI had just introduced its first silicon

transistor), Shockley oriented his firm around two new promising technologies: solid

state diffusion and a novel approach to silicon crystal-making. Solid state diffusion had

been developed at the Bell Telephone Laboratories and was used there by Morris

Tanenbaum, a chemist, to fabricate a silicon transistor. Diffusion entailed the

controlled introduction of impurities, in gas form and using high temperatures, into

silicon crystals. Shockley expected the thin junctions that this process allowed would

lead to higher frequency and faster switching transistors than those produced by TI.

Moreover, diffusion was particularly well suited to the batch production of multiple

transistors on a single silicon wafer. In such a batch production, yield—the proportion

of working to non-functional transistors created on a single wafer—would be the key

factor for economic competitiveness. Defects in the silicon wafers, be they crystalline

faults or unwanted chemical impurities, would lower yields and thus were an object of

concern. Therefore, in tandem with diffusion, Shockley was interested in following up

on a new crystal growing technique that he had devised in collaboration with R. Victor

Jones, a recent Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley whom Shockley had

recruited. This new growing technique promised purer silicon with better crystalline

structure and, thus, higher quality devices produced at higher yields.35

Shockley and Jones’ plan for an improved crystal puller took aim at a major limita-

tion of Teal’s approach. In Teal’s pullers, destructive contaminants found their way

into the silicon crystal through both the melt and the growing process. These impuri-

ties came from the quartz crucible and from the outside air. Moreover, Teal’s crystals

contained crystal defects arising from temperature variations in the silicon melt.

Shockley and Jones sought to solve these problems in their new crystal puller with three

innovations. First, Shockley and Jones would largely eliminate contamination from the

crucible by pulling their crystals from a pool of melted silicon atop a far larger block of

pure silicon. This contrasted with Teal’s machines, in which the silicon melt was in

direct contact with the crucible. In order to heat the silicon block and create a puddle

of molten silicon atop it, the pair devised a complex heating system. A ‘bird cage’ of

three-phase molybdenum wire windings, held on a series of eight insulating rods of

sapphire, provided the resistance heating for an ‘oven’ compartment in which the sili-

con block was heated to just below its melting point. At the same time, a ring-shaped
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resistance heater hung just above the surface of the silicon block, creating the puddle of

silicon from which they would pull the crystal. The pulled crystal passed through the

center of the surface heater ring, protected from the heat of the surface heater and the

‘bird cage’ by two heat shields. Second, Shockley and Jones would pull their crystals in

a high vacuum to avoid contamination from the outside atmosphere. This was not an

entirely new idea. Bell Laboratories’ researchers had grown germanium crystals under

vacuum, but this had never been done in silicon before. Finally, Jones and Shockley

would use sophisticated temperature controls to produce more structurally perfect sili-

con crystals. For example, the top heater for the puddle was governed by an optico-

electronic feedback system that constantly gauged the temperature of the puddle melt.

In all, it was the most complex crystal puller ever devised to that point.36

It took Jones and at least three other Shockley recruits—Dean Knapic, Eugene

Kleiner, and Julius Blank (all of whom were former Western Electric engineers)—

nearly a year to refine this design and build the complex machine. Because of the

importance that Shockley placed in this project, the group worked largely in isolation,

sharing little of their work with their colleagues who were working on diffusion and

transistor engineering in another part of the small lab. By the summer of 1956, the

machine was readied for testing. It did not go well. In the words of Julius Blank, it was

a ‘major fiasco.’ Soon after the team switched the machine on, it literally blew up. A

major electrical short created a thunderous noise, violently tripping all of the facility’s

circuit breakers. The electrical transformer outside the laboratory was damaged as well,

spraying oil that reportedly ruined the polishes of four cars parked underneath. The

disaster led Shockley to all-but abandon the project. While the crystal grower was even-

tually modified and run, Shockley focused the laboratory on conventional crystal

growing techniques. He laid aside his plan for gaining a competitive advantage over TI

through new crystal growing techniques.37

The catastrophic test of the crystal growing project had many repercussions. It led to

significant turmoil at Shockley Semiconductor. The crystal growing team disinte-

grated. Jones left for a teaching position at Harvard University before the crystal

grower he had designed with Shockley was fully completed. Further, Shockley publicly

fired Leo Valdes—an experienced transistor physicist whom Shockley had poached

from Bell Labs—in front of other staff. Valdes had been enmeshed in crystal growing

work, and many in the laboratory associated his firing with the setbacks to the general

crystal production effort. This action, along with other examples of Shockley’s heavy

handedness, led several engineers and scientists on Shockley’s staff to organize against

him. The discontented were also motivated by Shockley’s change in competitive strat-

egy away from silicon transistors to more complex and speculative devices. Among the

concerned were Gordon Moore, Sheldon Roberts, Jean Hoerni, Jay Last, Victor Grin-

ich, Julius Blank, and Eugene Kleiner. These men contacted Arnold Beckman, Shock-

ley Semiconductor’s backer, and asked him to replace Shockley with a professional

manager. When Beckman declined, the rebellious group (joined now by Robert

Noyce, Shockley’s director of research) quit in the fall of 1957 to start a new firm,

Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation, with financing from Fairchild Camera and

Instrument. Dean Knapic, who had hoped to join the Fairchild group but had been
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turned down, left to start his own company, Knapic Electrophysics, shortly afterwards.

Knapic Electrophysics funded by several electronics entrepreneurs on the San

Francisco Peninsula, was the first firm specializing solely in the making of silicon

crystals in the US.38

Knapic established his firm on the basis of Teal’s crystal pulling techniques. After the

disastrous end of Shockley’s crystal growing project but before his leaving Shockley

Semiconductor, Knapic had been asked by Shockley to build crystal growers patterned

on Teal’s design (Shockley Semiconductor was a licensee of Bell Labs’ transistor

technology) at a separate facility in Mountain View. Knapic assembled a small team

that built the pullers and made silicon crystals for Shockley. When Knapic left Shockley

Semiconductor, he took much of his team with him and he recreated what he had done

for Shockley at his new firm. However, he eventually developed crystal pullers on his

own design that diverged significantly from Teal’s techniques. By 1959, Knapic

designed, and submitted a patent for, a crystal puller using resistance heaters. To

combat contaminants from outside air, Knapic’s machine blew a high-volume stream

of hot, filtered inert gas over the crystal melt. Knapic also kept the pressure of inert gas

inside the puller at a pressure above that of the exterior atmosphere. Any leaks would

be from the inside out, preventing contamination.39

While Knapic Electrophysics addressed a real need for silicon crystals in the semi-

conductor industry, the firm lost money during its first years of operation. As a result,

its funders closed the operation in 1962. Although Knapic Electrophysics was short-

lived, it started a merchant silicon crystal industry on the San Francisco Peninsula.

After Knapic Electrophysics’ demise, one of its engineers, Robert Lorenzini, purchased

some of the firm’s equipment and started his own silicon crystal business, Elmat. He

later formed Siltec Corporation, the crystal-making firm that was sold to Mitsubishi

Metal in 1986.40

Like Knapic, the Fairchild group used more practical ways of making silicon crystals

than the one Shockley had first imagined for Shockley Semiconductor. They urgently

needed silicon crystal for the engineering and production of double diffused transistors

at their new firm. This urgency and the related pragmatic approach to crystal produc-

tion were derivative of the predominantly manufacturing orientation of the start-up.

The eight co-founders of Fairchild Semiconductor created the firm with a single objec-

tive: to develop and manufacture, as quickly as possible, the diffused silicon transistor

they had pursued at Shockley Semiconductor. Theirs was a race to market a device that

the semiconductor industry had yet to produce. As such, their efforts were focused on

the speedy establishment of manufacturing operations that would batch produce high-

performance transistors with reasonable yields. At the top of their list of priorities was

obtaining a supply of high quality silicon single crystals.41

Troublingly, few of the founders had prior experience with growing silicon crystals.

Sheldon Roberts, the metallurgist in the group, was the only one who had grown crys-

tals before working at Shockley, but these were of metal. At the request of Noyce, who

had assumed the leadership of research at Fairchild Semiconductor, Roberts took up

the task of making silicon crystals for the start-up. Noyce also suggested that Roberts

develop a robust and practical crystal grower. This grower would follow Teal’s general
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design. However, Roberts used resistance heating instead of the more ‘high-tech’ RF

induction heating that Teal and his followers had used. For Noyce and Roberts, resis-

tance heating held several advantages over RF induction heating. Because they

dispensed of the need for expensive RF generators, resistance heaters were cheaper,

easier to maintain, and safer to operate than pullers using induction heating.42

In 1957 and early 1958, Roberts hired technicians with germanium crystal growing

experience and came up with a new crystal puller design. Roberts’ crystal puller

produced high quality silicon crystals and was considered a trade secret by the manage-

ment of Fairchild Camera and Instrument, Fairchild Semiconductor’s parent

company. Roberts’ crystals were soon put to use by his colleagues in device design and

production. Roberts also supervised the construction of an array of crystal pullers to be

run in Fairchild’s manufacturing plant. These growers supplied all the crystals that

Fairchild employed in both R&D and production in 1958 and 1959 (it was only in 1960

that Fairchild started to complement its internal production with silicon crystals from

Knapic Electrophysics, Monsanto, and other merchant suppliers).43

Fairchild Semiconductor’s fashioning of robust, practical approaches to producing

silicon crystals enabled the firm to be the first to develop and market two major micro-

electronic devices—the double diffused planar transistor and the integrated circuit. In

both cases, the Fairchild group exploited one of the natural properties of silicon crys-

tal—namely the ready formation of a layer of silicon oxide on the crystal when it is

exposed to oxygen (especially at high temperatures). In 1955, Carl Frosch at Bell

Laboratories discovered that this layer of silicon oxide could be used as a ‘mask’ for

dopant diffusion into particular areas of the crystal. Another group at Bell had also

found that a thermally grown oxide layer passivated, or electrically stabilized, the crys-

tal surface. While at Shockley Semiconductor, the physicist Jean Hoerni, along with

Gordon Moore and Robert Noyce, had experimented with silicon oxide layers and

found that a ‘clean’ oxide layer over the junction between the base and the emitter

regions of a transistor would reduce leakage or, in other words, diminish an undesired

reverse flow of electrons at the junction. Following up on this work at Fairchild, the

trio developed a transistor for which the oxide layer was left on top of the emitter

junction after processing. They discovered that this new device had much improved

electrical parameters.44

Building on these results, in 1959 Hoerni developed a new manufacturing process,

the planar process, which used both the masking and the passivating properties of

oxide layers on silicon crystals. Indeed, the main approach of the planar process was to

grow a layer of silicon oxide on top of the silicon crystal. Hoerni then used this layer to

control the formation of the transistor structure by diffusion steps. Importantly, he left

the oxide layer on top of the wafer after this processing. This went against all accepted

knowledge in the silicon community: at the time, it was uniformly believed by practi-

tioners of the silicon art that that an oxide layer used to mask dopants was ‘dirty’ and,

therefore, had to be removed. Instead, Hoerni left the oxide layer on top of the wafer.

He then made the startling discovery that, far from contaminating the crystal, the oxide

passivated the transistor surface and protected the junctions from outside contami-

nants. This new transistor—the planar transistor—was widely superior to other double
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diffused silicon transistors. It had much improved electrical characteristics and was

extremely reliable.45

Robert Noyce went one step further in the exploitation of silicon oxide layers. In

addition to masking dopants and passivating crystal surfaces, silicon oxide layers are

electrically insulating. Noyce perceived that an oxide layer could insulate the underly-

ing crystal from a network of aluminum lines deposited on top of the oxide. This use

of the crystals’ oxide layer was the basis for Noyce’s major device innovation: the inte-

grated circuit. His idea was to create various planar transistors, diodes, resistors and

capacitors on the same silicon wafer, to form isolation regions between them, and then

to deposit a patterned film of aluminum on top of the oxide layer to make electrical

contacts between the various devices in the same wafer. This idea was put into silicon

by Jay Last, another member of Fairchild’s founding group, in 1960. These major

innovations, the planar process and the integrated circuit, grounded in silicon crystal

experience, transformed Fairchild into the second largest producer of silicon devices

after Texas Instruments in the first half of the 1960s.46

Conclusion

Single crystals of germanium and silicon were primary to microelectronic device

development as well as business strategy in the crucial, opening two decades of the

semiconductor industry. Single crystals enabled the development and manufacture of

a vast array of microelectronic devices. Innovations in and capacities for single crystal

production were key determinants of firm success, and thus shaped the semiconductor

industry in its formative years. Innovation in single crystal production underpinned

Bell Telephone Laboratories’ remarkable flurry of microelectronic device firsts in the

late 1940s through the middle 1950s. As Walter Brattain noted in 1955, ‘The progress

achieved in semiconductor research in the past few years is closely associated with …

advances in the preparation of materials. The availability of such pure and single crys-

tals as we have in present-day silicon and germanium amounts to a revolution in the

physics of solids.’47 Bell Labs structured the emerging landscape of the semiconductor

industry by the wide dissemination of its single crystal and microelectronic device

innovations through broad licensing of its patents.

Texas Instruments’ strategy for entering this industry went beyond licensing Bell

Labs’ patents, and focused on the fundamental importance of single crystals. TI

recruited Bell Labs’ single crystal pioneer, Gordon Teal, to establish a new central

research laboratory devoted to semiconductor materials. Through a strategy of scaling

up, both in the manufacture of raw electronic-grade silicon and silicon single crystals,

TI achieved early, and lasting, dominance in the semiconductor industry. At Shockley

Semiconductor Laboratory, William Shockley made single crystal innovation a funda-

mental initial strategy for competing in the silicon transistor business. The failure of

this strategy, and Shockley’s subsequent reorientation toward highly experimental new

device types, led to the disintegration of the firm.

Learning from the failure of Shockley Semiconductor, Dean Knapic, in his Shockley

spin-off Knapic Electrophysics, began a process of disaggregation in the semiconductor
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industry. He concentrated solely on the production of silicon single crystals, offering his

customers, the users of single crystals in making devices, a competitive edge in materials

and the ability to focus more on device design. Like Shockley Semiconductor, Fair-

child’s initial strategy for entering the semiconductor industry was grounded in the

conviction that single crystals were essential to doing anything in microelectronics.

Arising from the Fairchild founders’ experience of the failure of Shockley Semiconduc-

tor, the firm emphasized a manufacturing orientation, and developed a single crystal

production capability with a robust, low-cost, ‘good enough’ approach. Fairchild’s

experience with single crystals, and in particular its attention to the crystals’ ready

formation of oxide layers, drove the firm’s two groundbreaking device innovations: the

planar transistor and the integrated circuit. These device innovations, in turn,

propelled Fairchild to a leading position in the semiconductor industry.

During this formative period, the coupling of single crystal production with device

development at Bell Labs, TI, and Fairchild led to a preponderance of non-physicists

and non-electrical engineers in the creation of microelectronic technology. Many key

actors were chemists, metallurgists, and mechanical engineers: the likes of Gordon

Teal, Morgan Sparks, Morris Tanenbaum, Willis Adcock, Morton Jones, Gordon

Moore, C. Sheldon Roberts, John Little, Ernie Buehler, and Dean Knapic. These men

worked in institutions that were profoundly shaped by their customers’ needs. These

customers ranged from AT&T’s internal systems and manufacturing arms, to the

manufacturers of end products serving both military and consumer markets. In this

way, the crystal makers’ world was bound up with the expansion of both military tech-

nology and consumer culture across the Cold War.

In the 1960s and afterward, silicon crystals were no less critical to microelectronic

technology; but there was a continuing decoupling of crystal-making and device devel-

opment, with the emergence of a merchant silicon crystal industry that began to make

most of the innovations in silicon growing and moved to occupy the specialized niche

of manufacturing increasingly large-diameter wafers of ultrapure and structurally

perfect silicon crystals. In the 1960s and 1970s, the merchant production of silicon

single crystals grew enormously, allowing the expansion of integrated circuit manufac-

turing. The sales volume of integrated circuits grew from US$5 million in 1961 to

US$1.3 billion in 1976, leading to an extraordinary increase in the consumption and

therefore production of silicon crystal. Silicon crystal production grew from 0.15

million in2 of silicon wafer in 1961 to 140 million in2 in 1976—an increase of three

orders of magnitude in 15 years.48

With the rise of the merchant crystal industry, the manufacture of silicon crystals

became a less visible concern inside semiconductor firms. For these firms, miniaturiza-

tion pushed the loci of learning and innovation farther down the integrated circuit

fabrication process. To produce increasingly dense and powerful integrated circuits,

semiconductor firms focused on processing silicon crystals rather than manufacturing
them. For example, in the early 1960s the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Motorola, and

Fairchild Semiconductor developed epitaxy, i.e. techniques for the deposition of a layer

of single silicon crystal on top of the silicon substrate. Epitaxy offered a new way of

electrically isolating transistors in the same chip and thereby improved the electrical
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characteristics of integrated circuits. Considerable efforts and resources were also

devoted to the control of the vertical and lateral dimensions of semiconductor devices,

especially through advances in photolithography and the development of new doping

techniques such as ion implantation. All these techniques, however, had one attribute

in common: they were about the careful control of the electrical characteristics of sili-

con single crystals. Far from being ‘dematerialized,’ microelectronics is an intensely

material technology—one that relies on complex materials and intricate ways of

manipulating them.

While this ‘materials centered’ approach has direct utility for a full accounting of the

history of microelectronics, we suggest that it also holds broader promise for under-

standing other technologies. Recently, one of the most discussed methodological issues

in the history of technology has been the extent to which contemporary scholarship is

‘over’ or ‘under socialized,’ in reference to the social construction of technology

approach.49 Our ‘materials centered’ approach indicates that the history of microelec-

tronics, and perhaps many other areas of recent scholarship in the history of technol-

ogy, is ‘under materialized.’ That is, this scholarship underemphasizes materials as an

analytical category in its accounts of technological developments. A renewed emphasis

on materials leads to new questions. The standard lines of inquiry remain—unpacking

design, interrogating actual use, and exploring social and political contexts and conse-

quences. To these lines, ‘materialized’ accounts address new questions: ‘From what

were artifacts made?’ ‘Who supplied the materials?’ ‘What were the social, political, and

economic contexts for this network of materials-supply?’ ‘How were materials used

and integrated into production systems?’ ‘How did materials and material capabilities

shape design, manufacturing, and the innovation process?’
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Shockley–Jones designed crystal grower, Knapic was involved with Gordon Teal’s type of
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43
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approaching the type of temperature control and response afforded by the Teal-type, conven-

tional induction heating growers. Further, Blank consciously ‘over designed’ the new Fair-

child growers to render them extremely robust for continuous operation. In particular, Blank

employed ‘over powered’ variable speed motors to drive the pulling rods and, with Victor

Grinich, replaced many of the electrical components in the temperature control systems with
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44
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45
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